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Abstract

Digital technologies are revolutionising the delivery of legal services within Australia. Challenged by innovative technologies, products and processes, the legal profession has been forced to confront their technologically disrupted future and adapt to the new technological age, as both providers and clients become progressively more reliant on increasingly sophisticated digital technology. One sector that stands to reap the benefits of digital disruption is free legal service providers, such as Community Legal Centres (CLCs), whose services benefit from the extended outreach, accessibility and efficiency that digital technologies provide. As institutions that are dedicated to ensuring that vulnerable client groups have access to justice, CLCs must be cautious not to adopt digital technologies without due thought and, consequently, potentially alienate vulnerable clients. In this new technological era, it is now more crucial than ever for CLCs to ensure that clients who may lack access to technology, are digitally illiterate, or prefer face-to-face interactions, are catered for within the CLC sector.

This paper addresses the use of technology by Queensland CLCs by drawing on data collected from semi-structured, qualitative interviews with 10 employees from eight different CLCs. The article asserts that Queensland CLCs preferred to adopt digital technologies that assisted with their organisational needs over client-oriented services, attempting to strike the delicate balance between technological convenience and technological inaccessibility.
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Introduction

Digital technologies continue to revolutionise the practice of law. Presently, the legal profession is in a ‘remarkable state of flux’ as new technological innovations disrupt traditional legal processes.1 One sector that stands to reap the benefits of digital disruption is free legal service providers, such as Queensland’s Community Legal Centres (CLCs).2 CLCs are government-funded organisations that provide vital legal assistance to vulnerable client groups who cannot afford the high costs of private legal representation. CLCs endeavour to ensure that all individuals—regardless of financial circumstance, disability, literacy

1 Susskind, Tomorrow’s Lawyers, 3–4.
skills or cultural background—an can obtain affordable legal advice, participate in the legal system and achieve just and timely outcomes when faced with legal problems. In the face of increased demand for CLC services and decreased funding from government bodies, CLCs are moving to adopt digital technologies that enable them to be more productive and efficient in their service delivery, while also reducing costs.

There are currently 33 CLCs in Queensland that are involved in the provision of free legal assistance, referral services, community education and law reform activities on behalf of individuals who cannot otherwise afford to pay for these services. The Queensland CLC sector comprises a variety of CLCs that offer different types of services and specialise in servicing different client groups. While some CLCs only provide summary legal advice via their walk-in clinics, others provide services from initial consultation to representation in litigations. CLCs differ from the private sector—their mission is to increase access to justice and maximise their services across the community, rather than to retain clients. The 2014 Productivity Commission on Access to Justice estimated that only eight per cent of Australian households are qualified for Legal Aid; however, 14 per cent of Australians live beneath the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s national poverty line. CLCs act as the safety net for individuals who do not qualify for Legal Aid, but lack the financial means to acquire private legal assistance. One study concluded that the cost-to-benefit ratio of Australian CLCs is 1:18: for every dollar the government spends on CLCs, society benefits 18 times over. Nevertheless, CLCs continue to face government funding restrictions, despite the Productivity Commission’s recommendation to increase funding.

The introduction of digital technologies into the legal sphere has disrupted the way that traditional legal firms operate. Although some legal practitioners have expressed concerns about being replaced by algorithms and artificial intelligence, or the unsatisfactory quality of automated work, the CLC sector welcomes the ‘disruption’ that digital technologies bring. Digital technologies foster new innovations that allow tech-dependent firms (such as NewLaw firms) to reimagine how legal services can be delivered. The increased technological competition in the legal sphere has also spurred more traditional and BigLaw firms to adopt technology in their practices, to remain competitive. In conjunction with the range of digital services offered by growing NewLaw firms, digital disruption has resulted in an overall reduction of costs for legal services across the field. Cost reduction and increased accessibility of legal services (via technology) are valuable to the CLC sector because these enhance access to justice for the wider population and also free up much-needed resources and time for CLCs.

Much of the global literature on technology and law has suggested that the legal profession is unwilling to embrace technological change and retains outdated methods of legal practice, despite the availability of more cost-effective and efficient technological processes and products. However, more recent studies have suggested that modern Queensland lawyers do not follow this trend and are, in fact, receptive to the incorporation of digital technologies into their legal practices, regardless of individual age or years since admission into legal practice. The delivery of legal services through technological interfaces has
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the potential to address countless issues (e.g., connecting on the phone, securing an appointment and limited opening hours) faced by free legal service providers in traditional legal service delivery. However, the Queensland CLC sector appears reluctant to fully adopt digital technologies into its delivery of legal services, because the incorporation of digital technologies could create new inequalities and barriers to justice for vulnerable client groups who are unable, unwilling or otherwise not equipped to use digital technology.

Based on qualitative research conducted with 10 Queensland CLC employees, this article asserts that the Queensland CLC sector is proactively adopting digital technologies to deliver client services and meet their organisational needs. Although the respondents envisioned a bright digital future for the CLC sector, the data illustrate that CLCs preferred to deploy digital technologies that helped to meet their organisational needs rather than replacing face-to-face client services. Throughout the study, Queensland CLC employees expressed concern that increased digital delivery of services could alienate potential clients, should they lack access to technology or the requisite digital literacy skills to take advantage of the proffered services.

Methodology

To assess the practical impact of digital technologies on Queensland CLCs, this study focused on two key research questions:

1. How are Queensland CLCs using digital technology?
2. How do Queensland CLCs see their digital future?

The study used semi-structured interviews to question 10 Queensland CLC employees about the current use of digital technologies and their speculated future applications within CLCs. Each interview lasted 30–60 minutes and occurred in a conversational manner, to allow participants the opportunity to reflect on CLCs and digital technology. Prompts were used to ensure that participants covered the necessary topics. The research obtained appropriate ethics clearance and each participant was rendered non-identifiable through the use of a unique code.

Semi-structured interviews were chosen for this study because other, similar studies have adopted similar methodologies. For example, Caroline Hart’s study on the impact of government-enforced technologies on regional and rural lawyers used semi-structured interviews to gather data. Similarly, Margaret Thornton’s research on work-life balance in the legal industry used a combination of oral interviews and web-based surveys. Although 10 participants is not a large sample group, it has been demonstrated that eight to 10 participants is a sufficient number to conduct qualitative research and provide valuable insights into a selected research area.

Of the 10 total participants, eight were practising lawyers who either volunteered their time to assist CLC clients or were employed by CLCs, and two were involved in the management of CLCs. As is common in qualitative research, the study adopted a purposive selection methodology that sought out participants who would have a range of perspectives on the relevant topic. Of the 33 CLCs in Queensland, 19 were contacted regarding involvement in the study. These 19 CLCs were chosen based on the diversity of their services and locations, to garner a variety of perspectives on how digital technology is deployed in different CLCs throughout Queensland. Of the 19 CLCs contacted, 10 employees from eight CLCs agreed to be involved in the research. Two of these CLCs were from rural, regional and remote (RRR) areas and six were from metropolitan CLCs. Five of these CLCs provided general legal services, while the remaining three provided specialist legal services. We acknowledge the low number of participants and lack of diversity in CLC types as limitations of this study. The findings of this study may be further influenced by a potential self-selection bias. We acknowledge the likelihood that those who elect to participate in qualitative research studies are more likely to be interested in the topic, and hold stronger positive or negative opinions in comparison to those who did not respond to the invitation to participate; this interest may have an impact on the broader
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conclusions and trends that are drawn out in the study findings. Nevertheless, this research provides a rare opportunity for meaningful discussion on the role of technology in relation to Queensland CLCs.

**Findings And Discussion**

The fundamental purpose of free legal service providers, such as CLCs, is to expand their services across the community so that those requiring legal assistance can easily obtain it. Throughout the study, participants reinforced the collective desire of CLCs to help a wide range of people; however, they also noted that insufficient time and resources often prevented all people in need from being assisted. The benefits of digital technology—efficiency, speed and geographic freedom—have enabled Queensland CLCs to increase the number of people that they are able to assist. Generally, participants viewed investment in digital technology as a worthwhile use of CLC resources, as indicated by MOR28:

> We do generally find that allocating resources to a particular technology that we’ve identified as being really useful … is always [a] good use of money.

This section presents the findings of the study, demonstrating that the Queensland CLC sector is proactively adopting digital technology, resulting in increased effectiveness and productivity. Participants described digital technology as ‘liberating’ CLCs and enhancing their abilities to provide access to justice for the Queensland community by extending their delivery of legal services through the use of technology. The findings are presented in two sections. The first section examines the varied use of technology across Queensland CLCs. The second section outlines the preferences expressed by CLC employees to adopt technologies that meet the sector’s organisational needs over client-based technologies.

**Use Of Digital Technology Within Queensland Community Legal Centres**

Queensland CLCs employ a range of digital technologies to meet client needs. These technologies can be classified as those used for client services and those used to meet organisational needs. Digital technologies used for client services are those that aid CLCs in corresponding with, assisting and educating clients. The sector primarily uses telephone, email, video conferencing and web-based technologies to provide client services. Digital technologies used for organisational needs are those not directly related to assisting clients, but that are nevertheless crucial for the efficient management of CLC offices. These may include practice management software, cloud-based document storage and video conferencing software. The adoption of organisational technologies may expand CLC productivity via the decentralisation of CLC offices, enabling of remote training and the automation of routine administrative tasks. Further, the time and resources that are saved by increasing productivity (through adopting organisational management software) can be redirected into assisting more clients. This section presents the findings of this study on technology use, both client-oriented and organisational, by Queensland CLCs.

**Digital Technologies Used For Delivering Client Services**

There exists a broad variety of digital technologies that are oriented towards delivering legal services to CLC clients and increasing access to justice. Emails and telephone calls are used by CLCs for correspondence with clients and other external parties. Video conferencing and telephone conferencing enable CLCs to deliver remote legal assistance to those who cannot attend in-office face-to-face meetings. Web-based technologies such as web homepages and social media platforms assist in making self-help material accessible and conducting community legal education.

In line with the literature, all participants agreed that telephones are a key digital technology used within the Queensland CLC sector. Six out of 10 participants indicated that their CLC provided legal advice over the telephone. One participant, HAR16, explained that telephones were considered especially useful for client recruitment because ‘many [clients] have poor literacy
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skills so the written word is not necessarily their preferred [form of] communication’. Due to significant telephone use during client recruitment, some CLCs have adopted more sophisticated telephone systems to combat the limitations of a single phone line. Prior to this change, clients often received an engaged signal due to high call volume. The inaccessibility of the CLC telephone helpline became a problem for one participant, CAT07: ‘we actually had some people who were reluctant to refer [clients] to the service because they felt that no one could ever get through to the line’. Participants agreed with Carey Meyer and Kari Wraper’s characterisation of email as a primary mode of technological communication between CLC staff and clients that allows instantaneous communication and document exchange. GUL07 and DOR08 noted that Queensland CLCs often used emails to contact clients following the initial consultation, to take instructions, obtain documents and to send legal advice or fact sheets. Email was often preferred to telephone conversations due to the decreased time investment: as stated by GUL07, it is an ‘unnecessary tax … on resources to spend long hours on the phone to clients asking them questions and typing down their answers to get instructions when you can just email … questions and let them respond in their own time’. Participants also found that emails replace much correspondence that was previously conducted by post.

Video conferencing was found to be less popular than face-to-face or telephone appointments. Only four of the 10 participants had used video conferencing in client-based services. OLE12 explained that they only used video conferencing to connect with psychiatrists or interpreters, because ‘usually at least one face-to-face appointment will be required’ for CLC clients. This supports Bonnie Hough’s understanding that video conferencing is best suited to connecting with external persons during face-to-face meetings with vulnerable clients, such as those with disabilities or language difficulties. However, in line with Suzie Forell’s research, some participants were sceptical about the implementation of video conferencing within CLCs. One regional CLC employee, BER17, indicated that the use of video conferencing to conduct legal appointments was impractical due to inadequate internet connections, other technical difficulties and privacy concerns. The participant reported that their CLC had set up Skype facilities in several locations in remote centres to provide legal advice to people who could not access the CLC office. However, the program had to be discontinued due to a ‘problematic’ internet connection that constantly interrupted the appointments, eventually resulting in the lawyer telephoning the clients to complete the appointments. Skype facilities were set up in public spaces, such as the community library; therefore, BER17 suggested that clients were also concerned about privacy, due to their intimate and familiar relationships with the regional community. The participant explained that:

> It is such a small town, so if there is an office in the library and it’s got a sign on the door saying “Legal Advice Session in Progress”, it makes it fairly obvious that you’re getting legal advice and that decreases people’s privacy and confidentiality … Yeah, and look, the staff would be married to someone who is friends with someone you know.

One regional CLC employee (OLE12) explained that digital technology could achieve better results in regional communities if there existed greater access to hardware or training regarding how to take advantage of the available technology:

> I think if we had mini remote offices set up where someone could just pick up a laptop and Skype their lawyer or I think better training so that staff and people actually knew what technology was out there and knew how to use it [the CLC would achieve better results with regional communities].
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Regional CLCs, in particular, depend on the convenience and speed of digital communication technologies to assist people in communities where there is a shortage (or a complete absence) of legal professionals,\textsuperscript{47} or where the geographic distance is so great that attending face-to-face appointments is problematic for clients.\textsuperscript{48} OLE12 explained that personalised services were crucial for remote CLCs because clients often complained about the lack of personal services delivered to them by other institutions.\textsuperscript{49} RRR clients expressed that they felt like ‘second-class citizens’, and were ‘fatigued with feeling ignored’ and ‘like they don’t have access to justice’.\textsuperscript{50} However, the other RRR participant (BER17) added that technological interfaces such as telephone and video conferencing were the only practical way to help some people in remote communities.\textsuperscript{51} In their experience, clients were happy to receive assistance via technology because they understood that it was not viable for CLC employees to travel for face-to-face advice each week.\textsuperscript{52}

Beyond direct communication with clients, Queensland CLC employees made use of web-based technologies (e.g., social media and web homepages) to provide information to people requiring legal assistance. Participants concurred that educating the community and making self-help material accessible were highly cost-effective ways to assist people with legal problems.\textsuperscript{53} CAT07 discussed the CLC sector’s use of online materials to distribute information to those who may not otherwise be able to access the service:

Sometimes people might not necessarily meet all our criteria to come into the service or there might not be appointments available at that particular time, but we can refer them to the information sheets and the apps and those sorts of things and they can get some kind of assistance from us.\textsuperscript{54}

Another participant, MOR28, agreed about the usefulness of online resources, explaining that clients were able to ‘get most of [the] information’ via fact sheets ‘without having to contact [the CLC] first’.\textsuperscript{55} The redirection of clients to online resources enabled CLCs to use their limited resources to assist those clients who had specific questions that were not addressed in the fact sheet.\textsuperscript{56} MOR28 concurred that their CLC was able to help more people because online resources freed staff from needing to provide basic information to each client individually.\textsuperscript{57} In addition to fact sheets, some participants used other types of media to deliver information to the general public. HAR16 noted that they had several ‘small short videos’ that were accessible on their CLC website,\textsuperscript{58} and OLE12 explained that their CLC uploaded podcasts to their website to provide legal education.\textsuperscript{59} Additionally, the 24/7 accessibility of online information tackled generic problems relating to traditional delivery of legal services, such as restricted business hours.\textsuperscript{60}

The literature considers smartphone applications to be useful because mobile phones are the most frequently used devices for accessing online services and features.\textsuperscript{61} Many international and local Legal Aid centres and free legal service providers are creating mobile-optimised versions of their websites and smartphone applications to provide legal information.\textsuperscript{62} The literature asserts that smartphone applications are well-suited for community education and releasing self-help material;\textsuperscript{63} however, the data collected by this study suggests that mobile apps are not popular among Queensland CLCs. Only CAT07 and RAN05,
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who were involved with the same CLC, stated that their centre was developing mobile applications to assist clients. For HAR16, the practical difficulty of using smartphone applications as an information tool is that every desired change must be filtered through the app developer; ‘of course, every time there is a change, everyone has to download the app again’.

The study indicated that Queensland CLCs have a strong online and social media presence; nine out of 10 participants indicated that their CLC used one or more social media platforms and also had a website. Social media platforms were used ‘to update clients [and] the general public … on changes to the law’, providing CLCs with a platform to present complex legal information in an alternative and informal way that may be more accessible to clients. However, responses were mixed regarding whether an online presence increased CLC visibility and engagement with the community. Participants CAT07 and DOR08 found that increased online activity led to more clients finding the CLC via an online platform rather than traditional methods, such as referrals.

We’ve done things on Facebook where we do like myths and facts and we share articles about things like gaslighting and we talk about things that people might not know about and then they realise oh that’s actually my story, maybe I should contact these people …. we definitely get people … messaging us saying, oh my friend is in this situation. Who should I contact? What should I do

However, not all participants agreed that social media increased visibility or community engagement. Some reported that followers on social media platforms were not necessarily clients but often other lawyers. One regional participant indicated that engaging in social media to post about seminars and community education programs did not increase the number of people attending the meetings. These experiences led GUL07 to conclude that the relationship between lawyers and clients was ‘transactional’; clients engaged with CLCs in the way that ‘most ordinary people engage with lawyers, when you have a problem which seems to be legal in character, you want to go get some help and advice about it so you contact a lawyer’. The participant did not think that clients perused a CLC website or social media pages out of interest in the CLC, but rather the client’s interest ‘in us [the CLC] is us helping them solve their particular problem’.

This section has given a brief overview of the variety of digital technologies CLCs employ to meet client needs. It explored the benefits that digital technologies offer the CLC sector such as extended client outreach, accessibility of information, and efficiency of service yet acknowledged concerns that these benefits may come at the cost of vulnerable clients who are left behind in the wake of the digital revolution.

**Access To Justice**

One of the key concerns regarding the shift towards using digital technologies to deliver CLC legal services is that the adoption of such technologies may create a digital rift, denying vulnerable CLC clients much-needed access to justice. Study participants agreed that clients were often vulnerable people, including those from diverse and indigenous backgrounds and disadvantaged geographical locations, and those with disabilities, poor language proficiency, low levels of literacy and low income. Due to the vulnerable nature of such groups, Jane Bailey et al. suggest that it is less likely for these groups to possess the requisite knowledge about how to use technology, compared to the rest of society. Accordingly, study participants
supported digital technologies that allowed them to see more clients and rendered the CLC more productive and efficient. Conversely, they resisted technologies that jeopardised direct client contact with CLC employees, through either explicit or implicit prioritisation of certain technologies. Therefore, participants preferred to take ‘small steps rather than quantum leaps’ in the incorporation of digital technologies; the diffusion of technologies needed to be carefully implemented and broadly accepted before a digital transition could fully take place, to ensure none are left behind.

Some participants highlighted state-facilitated use of digital technology within the judiciary as an example of digital technology impeding rather than enhancing access to justice for vulnerable parties. SMI12 suggested that these technologies were introduced without consideration of whether ‘that technology is accessible and viable and works for people’. BER17 relayed an experience that followed a decision to remove the ability to download the divorce application from the court website:

[I had to] get special permission and really make a case as a community legal centre to say, hey look, not everyone is computer literate, not everyone has a computer and some people still need to do it all by hand. … I know there is increasing pressure from them for everyone to move to the electronic system and I think that’s really unfair … a lot of our clients don’t have a computer. I mean, in the last session I went to there were two people [waiting with someone] because they can’t read or write.

Queensland CLC employees understood that increasing technology use may be beneficial and may save time and cost. However, participants explained that ‘it is not just about [the CLC’s] usability but the client’s usability [of the technology]’. For example, HAR16 explained that intending to FaceTime (video call) a client was pointless ‘because the clients can’t FaceTime because they don’t have the data and they don’t have money to pay for it on their phone’. If CLC services are not accessible by the intended users of said services, access to justice cannot be achieved.

CLC clients, in particular, had difficulty accessing an adequate internet connection. This includes both broadband internet and mobile data, which is the main source of internet access for clients lacking a stable home. Although national reports and statistics suggested that 100 per cent of Australian adults aged 18–24 years had access to the internet, experiences communicated by study participants contradicted these reports. Caroline Hart argued that adequate internet access is particularly problematic for clients from RRR regions. OLE12, a regional CLC employee, was more hopeful following the implementation of the National Broadband Network (NBN), stating:

We used to have a terrible connection out there so when Skype worked every third word would drop out or it would freeze, and it was kind of pointless and it was not great in the regional areas. NBN has just rolled out in the last couple of days … and that has now significantly improved.

The digital illiteracy rates of CLC clients were also noted as a concern. The collected data suggested that CLCs regularly served clients who had little understanding of technology and, therefore, preferred not to receive help via digital services. DOR08 explained that, for some clients, ‘computer literacy skills can be above [their] understanding’; therefore, delivering assistance solely via technological interfaces would not assist access to justice. Another participant indicated that it was common for them to receive handwritten affidavits from clients instead of printed or digitised copies. Due to such experiences with digital illiteracy, many participants agreed with the arguments of legal scholars (e.g., Lenny Abramovitz, Maria Karras
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et al.93 and Wayne Moore94) that online self-help materials and legal assistance via technology may not be sufficient for some clients.95

This study does not assert that all CLC clients are incapable of accessing and using digital technology. For example, GUL07 noted that many of their clients could use basic technology proficiently, including accessing emails and the internet and conducting web-based searches with ease. However, individuals who lack access to technology or are digitally illiterate make up a considerable portion of CLC clients; it is these parties that may be most vulnerable during the move into the digital future.

**Digital Technologies Used For Organisational Needs**

Seeking to strike the delicate balance between reaping the benefits of digital accessibility and alienating clients, CLCs have been mindful in their adoption of outward, client-facing technologies. Despite such caution, the findings demonstrate that Queensland CLCs have embraced the benefits of digital technologies that address their own internal organisational needs, more willing to embrace technology when it is removed from concerns about access to justice. Technologies such as practice management software, cloud computing systems and automated data collection have increased the efficiency of administrative processes, allowing CLCs to redirect limited time and resources to assist more clients. For example, DOR08 noted that the use of Dragon Naturally Speaking (speech recognition software that transcribes notes as a person speaks) effectively eliminated the task of typing in their CLC. The removal of administrative typing duties enabled staff members to focus on other matters that were more relevant to assisting clients; this demonstrates how organisational technologies can be used to increase client access to justice.96

Most participants indicated that they used practice management software to store client details, share legal information and digitally organise the legal practice of their centre. Most of the CLCs participating in this study operated under the auspices of the National Association of Community Legal Centres; consequently, they used the mandatory practice management software—Community Legal Assistance Services System (CLASS).97 Participant experiences were in line with the Review of the National Partnership Agreement on Legal Assistance Services 2015-2020: Final Report (2018), which indicated that Queensland CLCs ‘describe general satisfaction about data captured under CLASS’;98 despite consensus that the implementation of CLASS has been ‘fraught with issues and delays, due to an extremely limited budget and unreasonable 12 month timeframe for transition’ from the previous system, Community Legal Service Information System, (CLSI) to CLASS.99 Microsoft Office 365 was also identified by one participant as useful software that simplified administrative duties such as task allocation, organising calendar appointments, collaboration and document sharing among employees.100

Benefits of the CLASS software identified by participants included the enabling of digital intake of clients and digital storage of files relevant client cases; these could be stored via cloud, accessed remotely and easily searched.101 The CLASS software was considered by many participants to be crucial in conducting conflict-of-interest checks for new clients. As SMI12 put it, ‘conflict checks is the reason to invest in [practice management software]’.102 As legal institutions involved in the provision of legal advice, CLCs are not allowed to give legal advice to two parties involved in the same matter; therefore, they must undertake a ‘conflict check’ for each incoming client. Due to the large number of serviced clients (up to 1100 per year, according to SMI12), CLCs must follow a comprehensive process to avoid conflicts of interest. SMI12 explained that they ‘can’t just ask around “have we seen this person before?”, so we have to have quite a rigorous process in place for doing conflict checking’.103 Dependence on CLASS software was demonstrated by one participant, who explained that ‘if our system was to go down for half a day it would be really problematic … I mean you just can’t have manual records where you’re sort of conflic checking on names of, you know, thousands of names for the last 20 years’.104 Nevertheless, the use of practice management
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software to conduct conflict checks may be limited by necessary software permission. One participant discussed their difficulty in conducting conflict checks when working at an outreach clinic before the CLC was decentralised. At the time, SMI12 was unable to access the client list remotely; consequently, they had to take a copy of the entire client list on a laptop to manually conduct conflict checks when processing incoming clients.\(^\text{105}\)

The digitalisation and online storage of client information and files using practice management software (e.g., CLASS) enabled CLC volunteers and managerial staff to work more freely, unrestricted by geographic location or traditional office hours. One participant, MAR02, who was employed by a decentralised CLC that operated entirely via digital technologies, explained the benefits of decentralised CLC practice:

At any one point in time there’s a dozen people working on stuff – you know, from their home, from their holiday, from their office, from somewhere, and they’re all working collaboratively remotely.\(^\text{106}\)

Another participant, GUL07, concurred that the use of digital technologies made more efficient use of CLC employee time because employees could work from home and ‘save the commute’.\(^\text{107}\) The participant also believed that the flexibility to work from home led to a better work–life balance, because they were able to be more present at home with their family.\(^\text{108}\) This assertion contradicts Margaret Thornton’s research on work–life balance and digital technologies, which found that work tends to ‘creep’ into one’s home life when work is constantly connected to you via technology.\(^\text{109}\) A few CLCs indicated that they were still using a traditional, paper-based filing system. Four participants indicated that their CLC was currently in a transitional phase between paper-based and digital systems, having not yet fully made the leap to a paperless office.\(^\text{110}\)

Participants had varying degrees of success in their use of digital technologies to communicate with CLC volunteers and staff across distance. The CLCs that fully embraced the potentiality of digital technologies were reported to be more able to conduct outreach programs to remote locations and recruit more staff. For example, operating in a tech-based, decentralised CLC, two participants indicated that their CLC was now able to use remote volunteers.\(^\text{111}\) The new volunteering platform enabled potential volunteers to conduct training, provide their own practice certificates and complete induction entirely online. Upon completion, new volunteers were able to remotely volunteer for the CLC in their own free time.

However, not all participants found that technological interfaces were useful for training purposes.\(^\text{112}\) HAR16 indicated that training and workshops often involved movement, group activities and the provision of instant feedback. In their experience, video conferencing and other web-based tools could not replicate the benefits of face-to-face meetings for conducting training; they felt that such tools were better suited for static presentations.\(^\text{113}\)

SMI12’s CLC had been successful in connecting their CLC’s management committee via digital technology. The management committee was located all across the Gold Coast; however, SMI12 was confident that the technology was working effectively for the committee:

There are some who are down to the southern end of the coast, Coolangatta-way, right up to Southport and there’s no reason to suspect that that wouldn’t change to someone being near Pimpama or out in Beaudesert in the future.\(^\text{114}\)

Overall, the study found a range of participant experiences relating to connecting with staff or volunteers using technology, with some experiencing success and others experiencing frustration.
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\(^\text{105}\) SMI12.
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CLASS practice management software was also used by Queensland CLCs to automate the process of data collection for potential clients. The collection of data is important from a funding perspective because most funding providers require detailed empirical data on the CLC’s areas of demand, the types of services they provide, the types of clients they assist and how successful their assistance is to clients. MAR02 identified the ability of CLASS to formulate empirical (rather than anecdotal) data on clients as one of its key strengths. In addition to supporting funding applications, data collection helps CLCs to understand where they ought to invest their resources. By auto-generating statistical reports, based on the information fed into the practice management system during the intake process, the system produces statistical information indicating the kinds of clients and legal problems that CLCs frequently encounter:

The more information we can get in terms of statistics about where our demand is, the better prepared [we are] to be able to handle that particular demand and the better prepared we are to go and lobby governments [for funding].

Without the practice management software’s ability to automate data collection, participants considered the organisation of statistics to be a tedious and time-consuming process. Nevertheless, the wider CLC community has articulated concerns that the data gathered by CLASS does not accurately represent the work undertaken by CLCs at the current time, due to the newness of the software and the hurdles faced during the continuing implementation of the software across Australia. Overall, study participants embraced the use of technology within their local CLCs, recognising the merits of adopting digital technologies that would expedite administrative duties to allow them to spend more of their time effectively to meet client needs. Via the use of digital technologies, CLCs are able to communicate and engage with potential volunteers and staff, regardless of location, resulting in wider availability of staff for potential clients.

In summary, digital technology forms an integral part of Queensland CLC operations, allowing CLCs to more efficiently and effectively deliver client services and meet organisational needs. The CLC sector was found to use a wide range of technology, from practice management software to cloud computing; these enabled CLCs to enhance productivity and accessibility and, consequently, to increase access to justice for clients in need of CLC services.

**Digital Future Of Queensland Community Legal Centres**

Regarding the second research question, about the digital future of the CLC sector, this study found that Queensland CLC employees foresaw a promising digital future for the CLC sector, in which technologies play a greater role in meeting demanding organisational needs. Unlike other areas of the global legal profession, which fear that the increased uptake in digital technology will lead to the displacement of the traditional legal firm, Queensland CLC employees believed that the automation of legal tasks will make the provision of broader legal assistance easier. Participants expressed a desire for increased adoption of digital technologies that will assist with CLC organisational needs, rather than adopting technologies that would replace face-to-face contact with clients; this is due to concerns related to accessibility, digital literacy and the need to provide personalised services.

Some participants communicated the desire for technologies that would not replace face-to-face contact directly; ‘in the immediate future, at least, it will be better to see investments in technology as supporting and assisting in the automation of legal help systems rather than replacing legal help’. Such sentiments are in line with the literature, which has emphasised the importance of establishing rapport between clients and CLC employees through personal interactions. The literature demonstrates that clients deem a lawyer’s trustworthiness to be more important than their technical knowledge of the law.

Study participants from both metropolitan and RRR areas supported this evidence. OLE12, a participant from an RRR CLC, commented that:
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1. BER17.
2. MAR02. SMI12 also considered the empirical reporting abilities of CLASS to be useful.
3. MAR01.
5. It is acknowledged that this positive attitude towards technology may not be shared by all Queensland CLC employees and that this conclusion may be influenced by a participant self-selection bias (where applicable).
7. SMI12; GUL07; DOR08; MAR02. This assertion is also supported by the literature. See e.g., McGinnis, “The Great Disruption,” 3041.
8. MAR01.
[CLCs should use] technology to increase efficiency rather than just replace the face-to-face interactions, especially for people in rural and remote areas. When you are talking about those serious legal issues, you really want to build that rapport, know that your lawyer is on your side.125

Clients desired their lawyers to do more than simply provide the statistical probability of success in their legal matter.126 Instead, clients required lawyers with emotional intelligence,127 who could provide assurance that they understood the client’s needs and recommend tailored courses of action to meet these.128 In discussing their experience of assisting clients who were experiencing highly stressful circumstances, RAN05 demonstrated the importance of establishing a personal connection:

You can have all these technologies, but they still need that face-to-face, one on one time and that’s particularly relevant to our clients. Like, a client struggled to tell me her date of birth today because she was so overwhelmed, and life is so chaotic. So that means we can’t just go refer her off to an app.129

Participants believed that ‘the client [has] to trust the lawyer and the lawyer has to know that the client has confidence in them and that is hard to do just on the phone or through video conferencing’.130 As one participant observed, digital technology can only do what it is programmed to do:

Even with all the wonderful technology that we do have, there’s a lot of things that you can’t replace, you can’t replace actually going and talking to someone and explaining to them and having that bit of back and forth of what’s going on because, however good and however sophisticated your software architecture is, it still only does what it is programmed to do.131

For those with mental health issues or other disabilities, the use of digital technologies was considered intrusive or inaccessible.132 Due to the algorithmic nature of digital technologies, devices and the presentation of information may not accommodate client limitations or sensitivities in the way that personal interaction can.

Further, CLC employees were concerned that issues of accessibility and digital literacy would affect client ability to access legal services. One participant explained that ‘as much as we can use technology, it has to always be personal not [an] impersonal type of machine interface’.133 Study participants indicated, both directly and indirectly, a preference for CLCs to adopt administrative technologies over client-based technologies. They emphasised a continued need for personalisation of legal services and the importance of accessible online resources and fact sheets.

Study participants were unconcerned about the future of disruptive technologies in the legal profession. Joseph Bower and Clayton Christensen characterise new technological innovations using two categories: disruptive and sustaining.134 Disruptive technologies are those that threaten to displace incumbent institutions by offering more expedient, automated processes or products for a lower cost. Sustaining technologies are those that maintain the current standard modes of business. This study showed that, despite receptiveness to digital technology, the Queensland CLC sector is yet to adopt more disruptive technologies (e.g., document assembly software, interactive resources, remote assistance and online learning tools) into their practices; this contrasts the way in which such technologies have been adopted by other free legal service providers in the global context.135 Rather, Queensland CLCs are adopting sustaining technologies, as is most of the international legal profession more broadly.136 Though CLCs have historically existed at the forefront of legal practice, via rebelling against conservative
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ideas of how law should be practised (e.g., using plain English, wearing casual clothes and encouraging public participation in centres), this does not appear to be reflected in their use of technology.

Participants were not apprehensive regarding the use of disruptive technologies or the potential for alternative legal service providers to enter the legal market as a result of technological growth in the legal field. Instead, as DOR08 argues, the introduction of less costly legal alternatives will remove some pressure from the CLC sector; ‘it will make it easy for us because we will be able to refer somebody to another service … and we can better manage our funding for the people most in need’. Increased technology use ‘will enable one lawyer to help more people if that technology is sufficiently directed to helping those people’. Participants indicated that they foresaw CLCs moving to adopt more disruptive technologies, such as mobile apps (including their development) and automated document creation, in the future.

Participants expected automation and artificial intelligence to play a greater role in the CLC sector’s future. For example, SMI12 said, ‘I think in the immediate future, at least, it will be better to see investments in technology as supporting and assisting in the automation of legal help systems’. Automation ‘means that all [of the CLC’s] energy can be focused on the thing you can’t easily automate’, such as providing personalised attention to a vulnerable client. DOR08 believed that automation of legal documents was soon to be a reality, stating that ‘we are on the cusp of your automated electronic legal advisory databases. You can go now and type in “Letter of Demand” and you will fill in a few cues and it will give you a letter’. GUL07 shared a similar view, indicating that many of the documents drafted for clients by the CLC were not such a ‘subtle piece of work that an online app couldn’t do the same thing’.

The CLC sector saw technology as a beneficial aid in increasing individuals’ ease of access to available self-help materials. Some participants believed that cloud-based systems could be used to allow both clients and the public to access pre-prepared documents. HAR16 advocated the use of creative media to explain legal procedures; this could be particularly useful for individuals who had ‘low literacy rates and need that information presented to them in a different way so they can access it’. They further explained that:

I know that there are some Legal Aid resources in terms of videoing, scribing, videos where they take a legal problem and they basically have a voice over and someone scribing an animation, which is a great way to get legal information across to people in a way that is accessible and easy to understand.

The accessibility and dissemination of self-help material were considered important because ‘the courts every day are flooded with people who are self-represented because they can’t afford a lawyer and they don’t qualify for Legal Aid’. CLC employees saw a range of technologies as both assisting specific clients and providing vital information and resources to the general public, who may not be able to take advantage of CLC services.

The literature has suggested that incorporating digital technologies will enable greater future collaboration among CLCs, both on a national and international level. MAR02 concurred, stating:

I do think that technology has a big part to play in terms of just learning from the rest of the global village and see how they do it … So, I think one thing I’d like to be doing a lot more of is finding out how people do that ‘legal centre thing’ about around the world.
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Some participants indicated that collective CLC knowledge could be a valuable resource to assist in both investments and decision-making. GUL07 and BER17 both explained that they occasionally conducted teleconferencing sessions with their role counterparts in other CLCs to collaboratively share ideas, knowledge and experience.\textsuperscript{151} The use of file-sharing data depositories (e.g., Dropbox) increases the potential for CLCs to collaborate, share templates and other resources, and communication tools (e.g., instant messaging and video conferencing) could help centres interact more easily, regardless of location.\textsuperscript{152}

In summary, this study has demonstrated that, although disruptive innovations are not currently being used within the sector, Queensland CLC employees see digital technology playing a crucial role in the future. The sector preferred to incorporate technologies that assisted with the CLCs’ organisational needs than replace face-to-face client services to ensure that CLCs remain an accessible place for vulnerable parties who are most in need of their services.

**Conclusion**

In the wake of digital disruption, as new digital technologies come to the fore and transform the traditional delivery of legal services, technological innovations present both opportunities and barriers for free legal providers. This study investigated the qualitative experiences of Queensland CLC volunteers and employees to explore both how digital technologies were currently being incorporated in the delivery of CLC legal practices and how CLC employees and volunteers viewed the digital future of the CLC sector. This paper demonstrated that the Queensland CLC sector was active in adopting digital technologies in their practice, which reportedly increased the sector’s effectiveness and productivity. Further, this study found that Queensland CLC employees preferred the adoption of organisational digital technologies that assisted with meeting CLC administrative needs over the use of technologies that were oriented towards clients. In rationalising this preference, participants expressed multifaceted concerns about accessibility, digital literacy and the continued need to provide personalised services for vulnerable clients. In line with the literature, the results of the study demonstrated that free legal service providers are responding positively to digital disruption. The increased accessibility, efficiency and cost-effectiveness of services offered by digital technologies were identified as useful to the CLC sector. However, over-reliance on technology to provide client services was criticised for its potential to raise another barrier to access to justice for digitally illiterate or otherwise vulnerable client groups.
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